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Foardi et al.systems respet the property of privay if there is no information ow fromthe high level to the low level. This means that the seret behavior annot in-uene the observable one, or, equivalently, no information on the observablebehavior permits to infer information on the seret one.In this paper we onsider the timing attak on web privay desribed in[3℄. The attak ompromises the privay of user's web-browsing histories byallowing a maliious web site to determine whether or not the user has reentlyvisited some other, unrelated, web page w. A Java applet is embedded in themaliious web site and is run by the user's browser. The applet �rst performsa request to a �le of w, and then performs a new request to the maliious site.So, the maliious site an measure the time elapsed between the two requestswhih it reeives from the user, and, if suh a time is under a ertain bound,it infers that w was in the ahe of the browser of the user, thus implyingthat w has been reently visited by the user. The system has two levels: themaliious site an observe its interations with the user, but it annot observethe interations between the user, the ahe and the web site w.We analyze the attak with three approahes. In Set. 2 we use HL-TimedAutomata [7℄, and we onsider dense time temporal behaviors. In Set. 3 and4 we use SMV [8,2,11℄ and tSPA [6℄, respetively, and we onsider disretetime temporal behaviors. Finally, in Set. 5 we draw some onlusions.2 The HL-Timed Automata approahThe formalism of HL-Timed Automata [7℄ is an extension of Alur and Dill'sTimed Automata [1℄ suitable to model two-level systems. HL-Timed Au-tomata are Timed Automata with two additional features:� The alphabet of symbols reognized by an automaton onsists of two sets:the set H of high symbols and the set L of low symbols.� Automata an run in parallel and are perfetly synhronized, meaning thatautomata running in parallel an advane only by reognizing the samesymbol at the same instant of time.In Fig. 1 we model the web attak problem with HL-Timed Automata.Automaton A represents the ahe. The time elapsed between a request rand an answer a is in the interval [2; 5℄ (in fat, lok x is reset when theahe reeives r, and it is required that x is in [2; 5℄ when the ahe gives theanswer a). Automaton Aw represents the site w. The time elapsed between arequest rw and an answer aw is in the interval [100; 250℄. The automaton Aurepresents the requests by the user that downloads the page of the maliioussite. First of all, it performs a request re to the maliious site. Then, whenit reeives the answer ae, it performs a ommuniation either with the aheor with the site w. Finally, it performs another request re and it waits for ananswer from the maliious site. 2
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T1 = [1; 2℄, T2 = [2; 5℄, T3 = [100; 250℄Fig. 1. The web system.Now, the only visible symbols for the maliious site are re and ae, sine themaliious site an observe neither interation between the user and the ahe,nor interation between the user and the web page w. So, L = fre; aeg andH = fr; a; rw; awg. Moreover, to synhronize the automata, we assume thatthere are transitions from state 1 to state 1 labeled with symbols re, ae, rwand aw, and that there are transitions from state s1 to state s1 labeled withsymbols re, ae, r and a.Formally, given sets of high symbols H and low symbols L, a HL-TimedAutomaton is a tuple A = ((L;H); A1; : : : ; Am), where, for eah 1 � i � m,Ai = (Qi; q0i ; Æi; Xi) is a sequential automaton, with:� a �nite set of states Qi� an initial state q0i 2 Qi� a set of loks Xi� a set of transitions Æi � Qi � �(Xi)� (L [H)� 2Xi �Qi, where �(Xi) isthe set of onstraints over the set of loks Xi that are generated by thefollowing grammar: � ::= x# j� ^ � j� _ � j :� j true ;where # 2 f<;�; >;�;=; 6=g, and where  is a onstant.The sets of loks X1; : : : ; Xm are pairwise disjoint.Intuitively, a transition (q; �; a; Y; q0) of an automaton Ai an �re whenstate q is ative, symbol a is reognized and loks satisfy the lok onstraint�. In suh a ase, state q0 is entered and the loks in Y are reset. Moreover,it is required that automata A1; : : : ; Am are synhronized, meaning that theyan advane only when all of them an read a given symbol in H [ L.The HL-Timed Automaton A reognizes timed words ! = (!1; !2) suhthat !1 : N ! (L [ H) and !2 : N ! T , with T a time domain. Intu-3



Foardi et al.itively, ! desribes the behavior of a system that performs ation !1(i) at timePih=0 !2(h). We denote with !L the projetion of ! on L, namely the (possibly�nite) sequene (!1(i1);Pi1h=0 !2(h)); (!1(i2);Pi2h=i1+1 !2(h)); : : : suh that, foreah index ij, !1(ij) 2 L and, for eah ij < k < ij+1, !1(k) 2 H. The se-quene !L desribes the observable part of !. Moreover, we denote with F!the funtion that gives the index in ! of the low ation in position j in !L,namely F!(j) = ij.The language aepted by A (denoted by L(A)) is the set of timed wordsreognized by A.We refer to [7℄ for a formal de�nition of the behavior of HL-Timed Au-tomata.2.1 The No-privay PropertyGiven sequenes d and d0, let d �P d0 denote the fat that d is a pre�x of d0.Let a 2 H, d be a �nite sequene (a1; t1); : : : ; (ah; th) with a1; : : : ; ah 2 Land t1; : : : ; th 2 T , and i be an index 1 � i < h. We de�ne the No� privayproperty NPr(d; i; a) for a HL-Timed Automaton A as follows:for eah ! 2 L(A); d �P !L implies a 2 f!1(F!(i)+1); : : : ; !1(F!(i+1)�1)g:Intuitively,NPr(d; i; a) expresses that, whenever the sequene d of low symbolsis read, the high symbol a is read between the low level ations ai and ai+1,and, therefore, there is an information ow from high level to low level, namelyinformation on the seret behavior an be inferred from information on theobservable behavior.2.2 Cheking No-PrivayIn [7℄ it is proved that the property NPr(d; i; a) is deidable.More preisely, an algorithm is given whih takes an HL-Timed AutomatonA and a property NPr(d; i; a), and heks whether NPr(d; i; a) holds or not.The algorithm exploits the region graph [1℄ ofA and simulates all the behaviorsof A whose observable pre�x is desribed by d.The algorithm is linear w.r.t. the size of the region graph, whih, in turn,is exponential in size w.r.t. the size of the automaton.Now, if we onsider the observable sequene d = (re; 10)(ae; 20)(re; 40),then NPr(d; 2; a) holds. This means that whenever the two requests fromthe user to the maliious site are separated by 30 units of time, the maliioussite is sure that the web page w is in the ahe of the user.On the ontrary, if we take d = (re; 10)(ae; 20)(re; 200), then NPr(d; 2; a)does not hold, sine the delay of 190 units of time between the two requestsfrom the user an be due either to the ommuniation between the user andthe maliious site, or to the ommuniation between the user and w.4



Foardi et al.-- CaheINITA = 1 & x = 0TRANS((A = 1) & (!(at = r_)) & (next(A) = 1) & (next(x) = 0)) |((A = 1) & (at = r_) & (next(A) = 2) & (next(at) = nop) &(next(x) = 1)) |((A = 2) & (at = nop) & (x < 5) & (next(A) = 2) & (next(at) = nop) &(next(x) = x + 1)) | -- idle((A = 2) & (at = nop) & (x >= 2) & (next(A) = 1) & (next(at) = a_) &(next(x) = 0))Fig. 2. Cahe automaton3 The SMV approahIn this setion we show how the model heker SMV [8,2,11℄ an be usedto automatially verify the No-privay property as de�ned in the previoussetion. Sine SMV only handles �nite state systems, we use a disrete timemodel rather than the ontinuous time model of Timed Automata.3.1 Basi notationHere we shortly desribe the SMV frame. We refer to [2℄ for more details.In SMV we an de�ne a proess (i.e. a Finite State System, FSS) with itstransition relation. Thus for eah proess P we have a boolean funtion (alsonamed P ) de�ning the transition relation of P . We use C-like identi�ers todenote arrays of boolean variables ranging on P present states. We use (0) todenote the next state operator. Thus, e.g. if x ranges on P present statesthen x0 ranges on P next states. The boolean expression P (x;x0) de�nes thetransition relation of proess P . Sine P (x;x0) univoally de�nes a proesswe will also use P (x;x0) as a name for P .We use synhronous parallel proess omposition. Thus given proessesP (x;x0) and Q(x;x0) their omposition is represented by the proess R(x;x0)= P (x;x0) ^Q(x;x0).We will freely use arithmeti operators in our boolean expressions. Theyan be translated into boolean operators as in an ALU.The set of initial states of a proess an be de�ned with a boolean funtionreturning 1 (true) on the set of initial states.SMV omment lines start with --. SMV keyword MODULE is followed bythe module name. Module main must always be present. Keyword VAR isfollowed by the list of the module variables together with their (�nite) ranges.SMV uses the symbol \&" for the boolean \and" (^), the symbol \j" for theboolean \or" (_) and the symbol \!" for the boolean \not" (:).In Fig. 2 we speify using SMV the ahe automaton of �g. 2.Keyword INIT is followed by the boolean expression de�ning the set ofinitial states. (It requires that automaton state 1 is ative and lok x equals0.) Keyword TRANS is followed by the boolean expression de�ning the transi-5



Foardi et al.tion relation. (It relates the urrent automaton state (A), ation performed(at) and lok value (x) with the next automaton state, ation performedand lok value.) Note that SMV next state operator (0) is denoted by next.3.2 The No-privay PropertyLet P (x; a;x0; a0) be an FSS, with L [ H the range of a. Let I(x; a) be the(boolean expression de�ning the) set of initial states for P . An (I, P ) sequenefor P is a sequene of states (x0, a0), (x1, a1), . . . suh that: I(x0, a0) = 1 andfor all i = 0; 1; : : : P (xi; ai;xi+1; ai+1) = 1. An (I, P ) sequene an be �niteas well as in�nite.Let ! be an (I, P ) sequene for P . We denote with !L the projetion of! on L. That is !L = <!(i0), !(i1), . . .>, where for eah index ij, !(ij) 2 Land for eah ij < k < ij+1, !(k) 2 H. We denote with F! the funtion thatgives the index in ! of the low ation in position j in !L, namely F!(j) = ij.An (a, L) spy sequene of length n for P is a sequene <a0, [t0min, t0max),a1, [t1min, t1max), . . .an�1, [tn�1min, tn�1max), an>, where: 1. for all i = 0; : : : n,ai 2 L; 2. for all i = 0; : : : n � 1, timin, timax are non-negative integers; 3. forall i = 0; : : : n� 1, 0 � timin < timax.Let d = <a0, [t0min, t0max), a1, [t1min, t1max), . . .an�1, [tn�1min , tn�1max), an> bean (a, L) spy sequene of length n for P and ! be an (I, P ) sequene for P .We write d � ! i� for all 0 � i � n, !(F!(i)) = ai and for all 0 � i < n,timin � F!(i+ 1)� F!(i) < timax.Let d be an (a, L) spy sequene of length n for P , 0 � i < n and a 2 H.The No-privay property NPr(d; i; a) for P is de�ned as follows. PropertyNPr(d; i; a) holds i� for eah (I, P ) sequene ! for P , if d � ! then a 2f!(F!(i) + 1); : : : ; !(F!(i+ 1)� 1)g.3.3 SMV ModelIn this setion we desribe how SMV an be used to hek No-privay.Fig. 3 gives a list of the variables used together with their (�nite) ranges.Keyword DEFINE in Fig. 3 is used to de�ne onstants as well as to assignnames to expressions.Figs. 2, 4, 5 give, respetively, our SMV model for the ahe proess (A)in Fig. 1, the user proess (Au) in Fig. 1, the web proess (Aw) in Fig. 1.We hek the No-privay property using an observer proess. Essentiallyour observer heks that the No-privay property holds along a given ompu-tation path. That is the observer heks that on a given omputation sequenesatisfying our temporal onstraints (i.e. the given spy sequene) the high a-tion a w ours where (w.r.t. low ations) and when (w.r.t. time onstraints)we required. This is easily done by implementing our No-privay de�nitionin setion 3.2 with a proess that we all observer. Our SMV model for theobserver proess is given in Fig. 6. 6



Foardi et al.MODULE mainVARAu : 1 .. 7; -- user stateA : 1 .. 2; -- ahe stateAw : 1 .. 2; -- web statez : 0 .. 7; -- user timer (Au)x : 0 .. 7; -- ahe timer (A)y : 0 .. 255; -- web timer Awat : {a_e, r_e, a_, r_, a_w, r_w, nop}; -- req/ak ation setseen : boolean; -- 1 only after ation a_w has been seenobs : -1 .. 4;t : 0 .. 255;DEFINEH := {a_, r_, a_w, r_w, nop}; -- high ationsL := {a_e, r_e}; -- low ationD2_min := 18;D2_max := 22;D3_min := 13;D3_max := 220; Fig. 3. State variables and their ranges-- USERINIT(Au = 1) & (at = nop) & (z = 0)TRANS((Au = 1) & (next(Au) = 1) & (next(at) = nop) & (next(z) = 0)) | -- idle((Au = 1) & (next(Au) = 2) & (next(at) = r_e) & (next(z) = 0)) |((Au = 2) & (next(Au) = 2) & (next(at) = nop) & (next(z) = 0)) | -- idle((Au = 2) & (next(Au) = 4) & (next(at) = a_e) & (next(z) = 0)) |((Au = 4) & (z < 2) & (next(Au) = 4) & (next(at) = nop) &(next(z) = z + 1)) |((Au = 4) & (z >= 1) & (next(Au) = 3) & (next(at) = r_) &(next(z) = 0)) |((Au = 4) & (z >= 1) & (next(Au) = 5) & (next(at) = r_w) &(next(z) = 0)) |((Au = 3) & (at = r_) & (next(Au) = 3) & (next(z) = 0)) |((Au = 3) & (at = nop) & (next(Au) = 3) & (next(z) = 0)) | -- idle((Au = 3) & (at = a_) & (next(Au) = 7) & (next(at) = nop) &(next(z) = 0)) |((Au = 5) & (at = r_w) & (next(Au) = 5) & (next(z) = 0)) | -- idle((Au = 5) & (at = nop) & (next(Au) = 5) & (next(z) = 0)) | -- idle((Au = 5) & (at = a_w) & (next(Au) = 7) & (next(at) = nop) &(next(z) = 0)) |((Au = 7) & (next(Au) = 7) & (z < 2) & (next(at) = nop) &(next(z) = z + 1)) |((Au = 7) & (next(Au) = 6) & (z >= 1) & (next(at) = r_e) &(next(z) = 0)) |((Au = 6) & (next(Au) = 6) & (next(at) = nop) & (next(z) = 0)) | -- idle((Au = 6) & (next(Au) = 1) & (next(at) = a_e) & (next(z) = 0))Fig. 4. User automatonSMV keyword SPEC is followed by a formula desribing the property to beveri�ed. In our ase the property we want to verify is that along all omputa-tion paths (AG in SMV parlane) the No-privay property holds. This indeedamounts to hek the No-privay property NPr as de�ned in setion 3.2. Ourspei�ation is given in Fig. 7.Note that sine SMV semantis is synhronous as a matter of fat all INITexpressions are put in logial \and". The same holds for TRANS expressions.7



Foardi et al.-- WebINITAw = 1 & y = 0TRANS((Aw = 1) & !(at = r_w) & (next(Aw) = 1) & (next(y) = 0)) |((Aw = 1) & (at = r_w) & (next(Aw) = 2) & (next(at) = nop) &(next(y) = 1)) |((Aw = 2) & (at = nop) & (y < 250) & (next(Aw) = 2) & (next(at) = nop) &(next(y) = y + 1)) |((Aw = 2) & (at = nop) & (y >= 100) & (next(Aw) = 1) &(next(at) = a_w) &(next(y) = 0))Fig. 5. Web automaton-- ObsINITobs = 0 & t = 0 & seen = 0TRANS-- fail state used when spy sequene (d) not found ------------------((obs = -1) & (next(obs) = obs) & (next(t) = 0) &(next(seen) = seen)) | -- obs fail state((obs = 0) & (at = nop) & (next(obs) = obs) & (next(t) = 0) &(next(seen) = seen)) | -- idling on nop init state-- handling r_e ------------------------------------------------------((obs = 0) & (at = r_e) & (next(obs) = 1) & (next(t) = 0) &(next(seen) = seen)) | -- seen r_e-- handling H* a_e ---------------------------------------------------((obs = 1) & (at in H) & (t < D2_max) & (next(obs) = 1) &(next(t) = t + 1) & (next(seen) = seen)) | -- seen H*((obs = 1) & (at = a_e) & (D2_min <= t) & (t < D2_max) &(next(obs) = 2)&(next(t) = 0)&(next(seen) = seen)) | -- seen H* a_e((obs = 1) & !((at in H)|(at = a_e)) & (t < D2_max) &(next(obs) = -1) & (next(t) = 0) & (next(seen) = seen)) | -- fail((obs = 1)&(t >= D2_max)&(next(obs) = -1)&(next(t) = 0) ) | -- too late((obs = 1) & (at = a_e) & (t < D2_min) & (next(obs) = -1) &(next(t) = 0) & (next(seen) = seen)) | -- too soon-- handling H* (a_w) r_e, no reset of t after a_w -------------------((obs = 2) & (at in H) & (at != a_w) & (t < D3_max) &(next(obs) = obs)&(next(t) = t + 1)&(next(seen) = seen)) | --seen H*((obs = 2) & (at = a_w) & (t < D3_max) & (next(obs) = obs) &(next(t) = t + 1) & (next(seen) = 1)) | -- seen H*((obs = 2) & (at = r_e) & (D3_min <= t) & (t < D3_max) &(next(obs) = 4)&(next(t) = 0)&(next(seen) = seen)) | -- seen H* r_e((obs = 2) & (at = r_e) & (t < D3_min) & (next(obs) = -1) &(next(t) = 0) & (next(seen) = seen)) | -- too soon((obs = 2) & !((at in H)|(at = r_e)) & (t < D3_max) &(next(obs) = -1) & (next(t) = 0) & (next(seen) = seen)) | -- fail((obs = 2) & (t >= D3_max) & (next(obs) = -1) & (next(t) = 0) &(next(seen) = seen)) | -- too late((obs = 4) & (next(obs) = obs) & (next(t) = 0) &(next(seen) = seen)) -- final stateFig. 6. Observer automaton-- Npr({r_e, [18, 20), a_e, [180, 220), r_e}, 2, a_w)SPECAG (obs = 4 -> seen = 1) Fig. 7. SMV spei�ation8



Foardi et al.-- Log with D3_min = 13Iteration 0: Early evaluation of speifiations-- speifiation AG (obs = 4 -> seen = 1) is trueIteration 1: Early evaluation of speifiations-- speifiation AG (obs = 4 -> seen = 1) is true..........................Iteration 381: Early evaluation of speifiations-- speifiation AG (obs = 4 -> seen = 1) is trueThe verifiation is omplete.resoures used:user time: 2.51 s, system time: 0.04 sBDD nodes alloated: 64184Bytes alloated: 2293760BDD nodes representing transition relation: 776 + 10Fig. 8. A glimpse of the SMV output when the No-privay Property holdsHowever for larity we kept the desription of proesses separated.The atual SMV ode is obtained by onatenating Figs. 3, 4, 2, 5, 6, 7.Fig. 8 skethes SMV output for our SMV program. In this ase theproperty is veri�ed.Changing the value of D3 min in Fig. 3 to \D3 min := 12" the No-privayProperty does not hold any longer. The results of running SMV in this ase areskethed in Fig. 9 where a ounter example is given. Intuitively, by makingthe temporal window too large we weaken our onstraints and thus we areno longer able to guarantee that on all omputation sequenes satisfying ourtemporal onstraints the high ation a w ours as we expet.4 The tSPA proess algebra approah4.1 A simple model for desribing real-time systemsIn this setion, we introdue the Timed Seurity Proess Algebra [6℄ (tSPA).Our time modeling approah is fairly simple: there is one speial tik ationto represent the elapsing of time while all the other ations are durationless 2 .This is reasonable if we hoose a time unit suh that the atual time of anation is negligible w.r.t. the time unit. A global lok is supposed to beupdated whenever all the proesses of the system agree on this, by globallysynhronizing on ation tik. Hene, the omputation proeeds in lok-steps:between the two global synhronizations on ation tik (that represents theelapsing of one time unit), all the proesses proeed asynhronously by per-forming durationless ations. Moreover, another feature of the tSPA is theso-alled maximal progress assumption aording to whih tik ations have2 These are the features of the so-alled �titious lok approah9



Foardi et al.-- Log with D3_min = 12Iteration 0: Early evaluation of speifiations-- speifiation AG (obs = 4 -> seen = 1) is true.............................Iteration 33: Early evaluation of speifiations-- speifiation AG (obs = 4 -> seen = 1) is trueIteration 34: Early evaluation of speifiations-- speifiation AG (obs = 4 -> seen = 1) is false-- as demonstrated by the following exeution sequenestate 1.1:D3_max = 220D3_min = 12D2_max = 22D2_min = 18L = a_e,r_eH = a_,r_,a_w,r_w,nopAu = 1A = 1Aw = 1z = 0x = 0y = 0at = nopseen = 0obs = 0t = 0

state 1.2:Au = 2at = r_estate 1.3:at = nopobs = 1state 1.4:t = 1state 1.5:t = 2state 1.6:t = 3state 1.7:t = 4state 1.8:t = 5state 1.9:t = 6state 1.10:t = 7

state 1.11:t = 8state 1.12:t = 9state 1.13:t = 10state 1.14:t = 11state 1.15:t = 12state 1.16:t = 13state 1.17:t = 14state 1.18:t = 15state 1.19:t = 16

state 1.20:t = 17state 1.21:Au = 4at = a_et = 18state 1.22:z = 1at = nopobs = 2t = 0state 1.23:z = 2t = 1state 1.24:Au = 3z = 0at = r_t = 2

state 1.25:A = 2x = 1at = nopt = 3state 1.26:x = 2t = 4state 1.27:x = 3t = 5state 1.28:x = 4t = 6state 1.29:x = 5t = 7state 1.30:A = 1x = 0at = a_t = 8

state 1.31:Au = 7at = nopt = 9state 1.32:z = 1t = 10state 1.33:z = 2t = 11state 1.34:Au = 6z = 0at = r_et = 12state 1.35:Au = 1at = a_eobs = 4t = 0No more speifiations left.resoures used:user time: 0.88 s, system time: 0.05 sBDD nodes alloated: 18427Bytes alloated: 1638400BDD nodes representing transition relation: 758 + 10Fig. 9. A glimpse of SMV output when the No-privay Property does not holdlower priority w.r.t. internal � ations: a ommuniation (or an internal a-tivity �) prevents time from ourring, hene the lok synhronization ontik takes plae only when all loal proesses have ompleted the exeutionof all the possible ommuniations in that round. Finally, tSPA o�ers a on-strut, alled the idling operator, for delaying the exeution of the urrentlyexeutable ations of its argument proess.We formally introdue the syntax and semantis of our timed languagetSPA. We have a set L, ranged over by l, of visible ations. L is I [ Owhere I = fa; b;  : : :g is the set of input ation and O = fa; b; ; : : :g of outputations. A speial ation � models an internal omputation, i.e. it is notvisible by an external observer. We also have a omplementation funtion(�) : L 7! L, suh that 8l 2 L : l = l. To reet di�erent levels of sereythe set L of visible ations is partitioned into two sets AtH (or simply H)10



Foardi et al.�:E ��! EE1 a�! E01E1 + E2 a�! E01 E2 a�! E02E1 +E2 a�! E02 E1 tik�! E01 E2 tik�! E02E1 +E2 tik�! E01 +E02E1 a�! E01E1kE2 a�! E01kE2 E2 a�! E02E1kE2 a�! E1kE02 E1 l! E01 E2 l! E02E1kE2 �! E01kE02E1 tik�! E01 E2 tik�! E02 8l 2 L :(E1 l�! ^E2 l�!)E1kE2 tik�! E01kE02Z = E E ��! E0Z ��! E0 E1 ��! E01E1nF ��! E01nF (� 62F[F )E 6tik�! E 6 ��!�(E) tik�! �(E) E tik�! E0�(E) tik�! �(E0) E a�! E0�(E) a�! E0Fig. 10. Operational semantis for timed SPA, where l ranges over L, a ranges overL [ f�g and � over At.and AtL, losed by omplementation funtion. Let tik be the speial ationused to model time elapsing and let At = L [ f�g [ ftikg, ranged over by�; �; : : :, while L [ f�g is ranged over by a; b : : :.The syntax for tSPA terms is the following:E ::= 0j �:E j E1 + E2 j E1kE2 j EnF j �(E) j Zwhere � 2 At, F � L and Z is a proess onstant that must be assoiatedwith a de�nition Z = E. (As usual we assume that onstants are guarded,i.e. they must be in the sope of some pre�x operator �:E 0.)The formal behaviour of Timed SPA terms is desribed by means of thelabelled transition system (lts, for short) < Prot; At; f ��!g�2At >, where��!�2At is the least relation between Timed SPA terms indued by axioms andinferene rules of Figure 10. Let us onsider the following relations betweenSPA terms: E �=) E 0 (or E =) E 0) if E ��!� E 0, and for � 6= � , E �=) E 0if E ��!� ��! ��!� E 0 (where ��!� is the reexive and transitive losure ofthe ��! relation). Let Der(E) be the set of derivatives of E, i.e. the set ofproesses that an be reahed through the transition relations. Let Sort(E) =f�j� 2 At; 9E 02 Der(E);E 0 ��!g.The equivalene relation we onsider is the timed version of observationequivalene. This equivalene permits to abstrat, to some extent, from theinternal behaviour of the systems, represented by the internal ations.A relation R � Prot � Prot is a timed weak simulation i� for every(p; q) 2 R we have:� if p a�! p0 then there exists q0 s.t. q a=) q0 and (p0; q0) 2 R,� if p tik�! p0 then there exists q0 s.t. q tik=) q0 and (p0; q0) 2 R.A timed weak bisimulation is a relation R s.t. both R and R�1 are timedweak simulations. We represent with �t the union of all the timed weakbisimulations.Example 4.1 We may easily model time-out onstruts in tSPA. Assume11



Foardi et al.t1 � t2 and de�ne a proessTime out(t1; t2; A; B) = tikt1 :�(A) + tikt2 :�:Bwhih may deide to at as the proess A only for a ertain amount of time,say between t1 and t2 units of time, and that after the elapsing of t2 units oftime, if no hoie has been previously performed, it behaves as B.In fat, by looking at the semantis rules, we see that T ime out(t1; t2; A; B)may perform a sequene of t1 tik ations. Then, the system may performother t2 � t1 tik, unless A resolves the hoie by performing an ation. Pos-sibly, after t2 units of time, through the � ation the proess is fored to atas B.4.2 Seurity properties in a real-time settingIn this setion we present some information ow seurity properties, e.g. see[6℄. In partiular, these are the rephrasing in a real-time setting of the noninterferene theory proposed in [5℄.The entral property is the so alled Non deduibility on Composition(NDC , for short). Its underlying idea is that the low level view of the systembehaviour must be invariant w.r.t. the omposition of the system with anyhigh user. This means that the low level users annot tell anything about thehigh level ativity sine, for them, the system is always the same. Indeed, thereis no possibility of establishing a ommuniation (i.e. sending information).Let E tH be the set of all potential high level users, i.e. proesses E s.t.sort(E) � H [ftikg[f�g 3 . Then, timed Bisimulation Non-Deduibility onCompositions (tBNDC for short) is de�ned as follows:E 2 tBNDC if and only if 8� 2 E tH we have (Ek�)nH �t EnH.Due to the presene of the universal quanti�ation tBNDC is not very easyto be heked. Thus, other properties whih an be heked more eÆientlyhave been de�ned in our real-time setting (see [6℄). Here, we present only thetBSNNI property whih is an approximation of tBNDC, sine only one highlevel proess is onsidered. This proess is the so alled ToptikH , i.e:ToptikH = Xa2H[H a:ToptikHNote that this property an be heked in polynomial time in the size of �nitesystems E.3 Atually, the de�nition of EtH is slightly more omplex. We refer the interested reader to[6℄ for a full disussion. 12



Foardi et al.4.3 An exampleWe formalize in our framework the example of [3℄. This shows how someinformation in the ahe of web browsers might be leaked to the externalworld. In partiular, it ould be possible to detet whether or not a webbrowser has reently aessed a partiular web page. In this ontext, thehigh level omponent is the ahe. The low level proesses must not dedueanything about the ahe. Thus, the low level view of the system must be thesame for whatever ahe is present. Unfortunately, this is not the ase.Consider the following desription of the system under investigation:B = �(re:�(ae:T ime out(1; 2; Cahe;Web)))Cahe = ahedw:BWeb = T ime out(100; 250; B; B)The system B works as follows. We assume that there is an applet in thesystem whih requests the web page. The system allows the applet to per-form a request (denoted by the ation re) to a site e, whih may answer, byperforming ation ae. Then, the applet requests a partiular web page w, i.e.the web page it wants to know whether or not it is in the ahe. We have twodi�erent possibilities depending on the presene of this page in the ahe. Ifso, the system may again perform a request to the site e, in at most 2 unitsof time; otherwise, the system will aess the web and the request to the website e annot be performed before 100 units of time. Therefore, we an simplyhek that the ahe may be exploited to leak some information sine the lowlevel view of the system depends on the status of the ahe.Let the set of high ations H be fahedwg. We an show that B nH 6�t(BkToptikH ) nH.In partiular, note that (BkToptikH ) n H) re=) ae=) tik=) re=), while B n H isnot able to perform suh a omputation. As a matter of fat, B nH representsa system where no ahedw ation is possible. This models an empty ahe.While (BkToptikH ) represents a system whose ahe has the page w, sineToptikH is able to perform ahedw. Indeed, we have that B is not tBSNNIand onsequently that B is not tBNDC.5 ConlusionsWe have analyzed a time-dependent web attak with three di�erent approahes.All of them are able to detet the attak.The three approahes adopt di�erent ommuniation models: HL-TimedAutomata and SMV assume synhronous parallel omposition, tSPA ProessAlgebra assumes asynhronous parallel omposition plus synhronous om-muniation. To desribe proesses on the network the asynhronous parallel13



Foardi et al.omposition is more natural, and moreover tSPA has ad ho onstruts forthe purpose. On the other hand, HL-Timed Automata and SVM permit todesribe the ommuniation struture. To prove properties, in all the ap-proahes, one must onsider a sequential version of the system, and the ostof this redution is exponential size on the number of omponents.The three approahes onsider three di�erent time models. In HL-TimedAutomata one has dense time domain and loks whih an be reset, SVMis a disrete time version of HL-Timed Automata, and tSPA has a disretetime domain and a tik transition. On the one hand, tSPA and SVM have thesame time-expressiveness, but SVM is more suint with respet to tSPA. Infat to simulate n disrete loks a proess in tSPA must be exponential on n.On the other hand HL-Timed Automata model is more time-expressive thanSVM and tSPA. Now, in the framework of networks sometimes the disretetime approximation is too restritive and one needs dense time, even thoughthe ost to verify the property beomes Cn �n!, where n is the number of loksand C the maximum onstant that appears in the automaton.We observe also that in tSPA we have onsidered a non interferene prop-erty, namely timed bisimulation non deduibility on omposition. Its underly-ing idea is that no high level ativity an be deteted by only observing the lowlevel behavior. The notion of observation is haraterized through a proessequivalene. The non interferene property is based on the fat that the sys-tem an be omposed with proesses that are able to synhronize with its highand low ations. On the ontrary, in the ase of both HL-Timed Automataand SMV we have onsidered a di�erent non interferene property, whih isbased on the fat that the system an be omposed with an environment thatis able to synhronize only with its low ations.The tBNDC property onsidered by tSPA seems to be more restritive thanthe No-privay Property de�ned for HL-Timed Automata and SVM, and so itmight be used to disover other kinds of attak with respet to the No-privayProperty. On the other hand, sine this property is more seletive, it ouldbe possible to de�ne with it more exible information ow properties for thesystems under investigation.We note that although the formal frames of the three approahes pre-sented here appear to be quite di�erent, as a matter of fat the formalizatione�ort (i.e. the time needed to de�ne the model to be analyzed) seems to beessentially the same for all the three approahes.Finally, we note that it was not the goal of this paper to address salabilityissues.Referenes[1℄ Alur, R., and D.L. Dill: A theory of timed automata. Theoretial ComputerSiene 126 (1994), 183{235. 14
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